[New invasive cartography techniques in electrophysiology].
Fulguration, a widely used technique in the 80s, has been replaced by radiofrequency ablation. The limited and better controlled intra-cardiac lesions obtained by this method allowed the elimination of a large number of tachycardias with a high success rate. However, there are many arrhythmias, particularly at the atrial level, which are so complex that a limited analysis at a number of points of endocardial recording is inadequate. Recently, a number of systems has been introduced which considerably increased the acuity of observation of arrhythmias and the efficacy of their ablation. First of all, there are improved techniques of classical electrophysiological recording. Then, new systems of temporo-spatial recordings were developed and are described in this article. These use computer systems and enable particularly reliable and detailed approaches to cardiac anatomy and electrophysiology. However, the optimal use of these techniques can only be in specialised centres, by highly trained cardiologists in classical electrophysiology, for which they are complementary to rather than substitute for.